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I'd like to express my disappointment on how the IRC handled this whole
redistricting process. Wickenburg won't be properly represented in LD30
and we have nothing in common with the rest of the communities in it. We
should be in LD5 and CD1. It seems that the IRC didn't seem too interested
in listening to what the people wanted but instead listened to certain groups
and mainly catered to the left on these maps. These maps are a mess and
should be corrected. Why didn't the IRC listen to many of us who wanted
Wickenburg on the Yavapai County side of the line? Did our needs not
matter to the commission? That seems to be the case here. We have
nothing in common with Lake Havasu, Bullhead City, Kingman, Quatzsite,
or any other city or town in the new district that will be LD30. Definitely
these new maps are disappointing and the IRC showed in my opinion that it
was biased.
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Hi! There are seven households (with roughly equal numbers of
Republican, Democratic and independent voters) in the Ahwatukee area
that have been disenfranchised for the past 10 years. They have been in
CD7/LD27, but have been cut off from everyone else in those districts by
the South Mountains. Their neighbors across the street have correctly been
in CD9/LD18. You MUST approve the technical change suggested by the
Maricopa County Recorder's Office to prevent that from happening
again!....... So, PLEASE SUPPORT Maricopa County's proposed fix to
move the Ahwatukee homes into the Pinto voting precinct that had
previously been stranded in voting districts in South Phoenix on the north
side of South Mountain. Thanks! --Paul

